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Hydrostatic pressure induces transformations in
the organic matter and microbial community
composition of marine snow particles
Peter Stief 1✉, Clemens Schauberger 1, Kevin W. Becker 2, Marcus Elvert3, John Paul Balmonte1,

Belén Franco-Cisterna1, Mathias Middelboe 1,4 & Ronnie N. Glud 1,5,6

In the hadal zone of the ocean (6–11 km), the characteristics of sinking marine snow particles

and their attached microbial communities remain elusive, despite their potential importance

for benthic life thriving at extreme pressures (60–110MPa). Here, we used simulation

experiments to explore how increasing pressure levels modify the microbial degradation,

organic matter composition, and microbiome of sinking diatom aggregates. Individual

aggregates were incubated in rotating tanks in which pressure was incrementally increased to

simulate a descent from surface to hadal depth within 20 days. Incubations at atmospheric

pressure served as controls. With increasing pressure, microbial respiration and diatom

degradation decreased gradually and ceased completely at 60MPa. Dissolved organic carbon

leaked substantially from the aggregates at ≥40MPa, while diatom lipid and pigment con-

tents decreased moderately. Bacterial abundance remained stable at >40MPa, but bacterial

community composition changed significantly at 60–100MPa. Thus, pressure exposure

reduces microbial degradation and transforms both organic matter composition and micro-

biomes of sinking particles, which may seed hadal sediments with relatively fresh particulate

organic matter and putative pressure-tolerant microbes.
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Photosynthetic biomass production by phytoplankton is a
major source of organic particles in the euphotic zone of the
ocean. These particles sink to depth as dense aggregations

of microalgal and prokaryotic cells or repackaged into zoo-
plankton fecal pellets, collectively referred to as marine snow1,2.
Gravitational sinking of particles drives the biological carbon
pump in the ocean and supplies deep-sea biota with organic
substrates3,4. In the epi- and mesopelagic zone, particles may sink
through steep gradients of light, temperature, and inorganic
nutrients and encounter abundant zooplankton. Particle degra-
dation by heterotrophic bacteria as well as particle grazing by
zooplankton are intense in these zones5–8. The vertical carbon
flux is strongly attenuated by these processes, which reduces the
efficiency of the biological carbon pump to sequester atmospheric
carbon dioxide in the deep ocean9.

The degradation of sinking particles has mainly been studied in
the epi- and mesopelagic zone (i.e., at <1000 m water depth).
Particle transformations in the deep ocean (i.e., at >1000 m water
depth) have received less attention10. In the deep ocean, the
vertical carbon flux is low and nearly constant with depth, which
implies that here particle degradation is rather limited9. Reduced
particle degradation may be partially due to low temperatures
prevailing in the deep ocean11,12. Other studies have identified
hydrostatic pressure as an environmental factor reducing particle-
associated respiration activity, a proxy for microbial particle
degradation through oxidative carbon mineralization13,14. How-
ever, previous pressure incubations rarely exceeded 40MPa
(corresponding to 4 km water depth) or involved only a single
shift between atmospheric and one high-pressure level13–16.
Consequently, it remains unresolved to what extent marine snow
particles are degraded and otherwise transformed during the
descent from the surface ocean into the hadal realm where they
experience pressure levels of 60–110MPa.

High hydrostatic pressure levels impede biochemical processes
in microorganisms adapted to atmospheric pressure levels17–20.
Amongst others, high-pressure levels lower membrane fluidity,
promote protein dissociation and unfolding, stabilize hydrogen
bonds in DNA, and cause ribosome dissociation. Consequently,
cellular processes related to energy conservation, DNA replica-
tion, and RNA translation may become dysfunctional, which can
prohibit microbial cells from growing and dividing. At the level of
microbial communities, pressure can thus be a selective factor
potentially influencing community composition. Surface-derived
marine microbial communities exposed to increasing pressure
levels show significant compositional changes13,21,22. However,
none of these studies tested the effect of the pressure levels pre-
vailing in the hadal realm (60–110MPa) on the composition of
particle-attached microbial communities. During their descent
through the deep ocean, particles might also be colonized by
residential piezotolerant or piezophilic bacteria. However, the
colonization of sinking particles by free-living bacteria has
repeatedly been shown to occur mainly during particle formation
in the epipelagic zone4 and seems quantitatively not significant
below the epipelagic zone23. The extent to which successional
dynamics of particle-attached communities are altered at pressure
levels characteristic of the bathypelagic zone and below is gen-
erally little understood.

Using model diatom aggregates, we simulated the complete
pressure history of particles sinking from the ocean surface into a
hadal trench. As most hadal trenches are located along con-
tinental margins and thus relatively close to land, many of them
are overlain by productive waters (e.g., Japan trench, South
Sandwich trench, Atacama trench)24–26. Coastal upwelling and
dust inputs from the nearby land favor seasonal blooms of pelagic
diatoms27,28. Ballasted by their silica shell, diatoms display par-
ticularly high sinking rates when aggregated to marine snow

particles6,29. Diatom aggregates are thus more likely to sink all the
way down to hadal depth than aggregates formed by less abun-
dant and less ballasted phytoplankton groups.

Individual diatom aggregates were kept sinking in rotating
pressure tanks in which pressure was incrementally increased
from 0.1 to 100MPa within 20 days (Fig. 1). This pressure
scheme corresponds to the relatively fast sinking velocity of
model diatom aggregates of 500 m d−1 and may allow successions
of the microbial community associated with diatom aggregates in
response to the gradual pressure increase11,14. As a negative
control, diatom aggregates were kept sinking in rotating control
tanks in which pressure was left at atmospheric level (0.1 MPa)
for 20 days. Microbial particle degradation was followed in real-
time through continuous respiration measurements inside the
incubation tanks. The transformation of organic constituents of
the aggregates (i.e., dissolved organic carbon, diatom lipids and
photopigments) was followed in samples retrieved in steps of
20MPa in pressure tanks operated in parallel. Using the same
sampling scheme, succession of prokaryotic communities was
followed through 16 S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. This
study revealed that high pressure levels inhibit microbial degra-
dation of sinking diatom aggregates, but stimulate substantial
leakage of dissolved organic carbon from the aggregates. Addi-
tionally, it was shown that the microbiomes of the aggregates are
thoroughly re-shaped by high-pressure levels.

Results
Aggregate degradation
Respiration activity. As a proxy for microbial aggregate degra-
dation through oxidative carbon mineralization, oxygen con-
sumption by 14 individual diatom aggregates was continuously
measured as a decrease in oxygen concentration at either atmo-
spheric pressure (control treatment) or increasing pressure
(pressure treatment) (Fig. 2a–c). In the control treatment, oxygen
consumption remained high during the first half of the incuba-
tion period and then decreased moderately during the second half
(Fig. 2d–f). In the pressure treatment, however, oxygen con-
sumption first decreased gradually (0.1–40MPa) and then ceased
completely (60–100MPa) (Fig. 2d–f).

Exoenzyme activities. The activities of five exoenzymes associated
with the diatom aggregates were measured to quantify hydrolysis
of polymeric organic compounds as the first and potentially rate-
limiting step of carbon mineralization. In most cases, mean
hydrolysis rates were not statistically different between the con-
trol and pressure treatment (Student’s t-test: p > 0.05) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). However, mean rates of the protein-degrading
enzyme leucine aminopeptidase were consistently higher in the
pressure treatment (Supplementary Fig. 1a). In contrast, mean
rates of the carbohydrate-degrading enzymes β-glucosidase,
laminarinase, and pullulanase were mostly lower in the pressure
treatment (Supplementary Fig. 1b–d). Notably, pullulanase and β-
glucosidase activities were significantly reduced at pressure levels
of 20MPa and 60MPa, respectively (Student’s t-test: t= 2.80,
df= 6, p= 0.031 and t= 3.29, df= 6, p= 0.017). No activity was
detected for chondroitin sulfatase.

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) leakage. In the control treatment,
net uptake and/or consumption of ambient DOC was observed
over time (Fig. 3a–c). In the pressure treatment, however, striking
increases in ambient DOC concentrations occurred at 40–60MPa
(corresponding to simulated sinking depths of 4–6 km), suggesting
pressure-induced DOC leakage from aggregates (Fig. 3a–c).

Pressure-induced DOC leakage from the aggregates was most
likely due to Skeletonema marinoi, the diatom species used to
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produce the aggregates. Pure cultures of S. marinoi showed
pronounced pressure-induced DOC leakage that paralleled the
drop in intracellular DOC contents in extent and time
(Supplementary Fig. 2a, b). In contrast, the intracellular contents
of the photopigments chlorophyll a and fucoxanthin did not
show a pressure-induced drop (Supplementary Fig. 2c, d). Thus,
pressure-induced DOC leakage from S. marinoi applies to DOC
in the vacuole and/or the cytosol, but not to membrane-
associated pigments. DOC leakage from S. marinoi occurs during
pressurization rather than depressurization as demonstrated in
additional pressure and control experiments (Supplementary
Fig. 3). In brief, when S. marinoi cells were first pressurized to
60MPa in a rotating pressure tank, then allowed to settle inside
the incubation flask for 3 h, and then depressurized, the leaked
DOC was homogeneously distributed in the incubation flask
rather than showing a concentration maximum overlapping with
the S. marinoi cells at the bottom of the flask (see legend of
Supplementary Fig. 3 for more details).

Total carbon loss. Organic carbon was lost from the aggregates via
two pathways, respiration activity (Fig. 2) and DOC leakage
(Fig. 3). Aggregate-associated respiration activities were converted
to oxidative carbon loss by assuming a respiratory quotient of 0.8
(ref. 29). At a simulated sinking depth of 10 km, the cumulative
carbon loss through respiration (C lossResp) was significantly lower
in the pressure treatment (22–37% of the initial carbon contents of
the aggregates) than in the control treatment (38–72%) (Student’s
t-test: t= 3.85, df= 12, p= 0.002) (Fig. 4a). In contrast, the
cumulative carbon loss through DOC leakage (C lossLeak) was only
noticeable in the pressure treatment. At a simulated sinking depth
of 10 km, C lossLeak accumulated to a mean loss of 22.5% of the
initial carbon contents of the aggregates (Fig. 4b).

At a simulated sinking depth of 4 km (i.e., approximately the
average depth of the world oceans), the sum of C lossResp and C
lossLeak, C lossTotal, had accumulated to higher values in the
pressure than in the control treatment (i.e., ~40% and ~25%,
respectively) (Student’s t-test: t= 2.50, df= 34, p= 0.017) (Fig. 4c).

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for high-pressure incubation of sinking diatom aggregates. a Diatom aggregates (star symbol) were individually incubated in
exetainers some of which were equipped with an oxygen-sensing optode (green line). b Exetainers with aggregates were distributed between 5 horizontally
rotating control tanks (grey) and 5 pressure tanks (pink). Control tanks remained at atmospheric pressure throughout the 20-day incubation, while in the
pressure tanks, hydrostatic pressure was incrementally increased to reach 100MPa at the end of the incubation. One control and one pressure tank were
opened after 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 days to retrieve the aggregates. c Cross-section of a pressure tank. Aggregate respiration was continuously measured in
those control and pressure tanks opened at the end of the incubation. The retrieved aggregates were analyzed for exoenzyme activities, ambient and
intracellular dissolved organic carbon (DOC and IC-DOC), microbial abundance, diatom lipids and photopigments, and prokaryotic community
composition.
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This is consistent with weak reduction in respiration activity
(Fig. 2d–f) and strong DOC leakage (Fig. 3a–c) at 0.1–40MPa. At a
simulated sinking depth of 10 km (i.e., the depth of a hadal trench),
C lossTotal had accumulated to the same value (i.e., ~55%) in the
pressure and control treatments (Fig. 4c). This is consistent with
complete inhibition of respiration activity (Fig. 2d–f) and very weak
DOC leakage (Fig. 3a–c) at 60–100MPa.

Diatom lipidomics. Diatom-specific storage and structural lipids
as well as respiratory quinones were quantified to study pressure

effects on microbial lipid degradation and/or the lipid metabolism
of potentially surviving diatoms (Fig. 5a–d). The contents of the
storage lipids triacylglycerols (TAGs) and the respiratory ubi-
quinone (UQ10:10, nomenclature according to ref. 30) decreased
significantly with increasing pressure (Student’s t-test of the slope
of lipid versus pressure: t=−3.38, df= 16, p= 0.004 and
t=−2.31, df= 16, p= 0.035, respectively). The ubiquinone pool
was essentially depleted at 40MPa. In contrast, the contents of
monogalactosyl-diacylglycerols (MGDGs), major lipids of the
thylakoid membranes, and plastoquinone (PQ9:9) did not change
with increasing pressure (t= 0.53, df= 16, p= 0.606 and

Fig. 2 Aerobic respiration activity associated with sinking diatom aggregates. Aggregates were individually incubated in rotating tanks at either
atmospheric pressure (grey) or increasing pressure (pink). Increasing the pressure level simulates that the aggregates sink from the surface ocean (0 d ≙
0 km ≙ 0.1 MPa) into a deep-sea trench (20 d ≙ 10 km ≙ 100MPa). a–c Oxygen concentration measured in real time throughout the incubations.
d–f Oxygen consumption rate per 1 mm3 aggregate as calculated from the change in oxygen concentration over time. Aggregates were produced in three
independent batches plotted separately in (a+d), (b+e), and (c+f). Gaps in oxygen concentration profiles are due to temporary technical failure.

Fig. 3 Leakage of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from sinking diatom aggregates. Aggregates were incubated at either atmospheric pressure (grey) or
increasing pressure (pink). a–c DOC concentration in the seawater surrounding sinking aggregates produced in three independent batches. Means (circles)
± standard deviation (shaded area) of (a) n= 3, (b) n= 9, and (c) n= 3 replicate aggregates at the respective pressure level and in the respective
treatment are shown.
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t=−1.37, df= 16, p= 0.189, respectively). Instead, their con-
tents markedly increased after 12 days of incubation at atmo-
spheric pressure, as did the contents of TAGs.

For the fatty acids of two TAGs, the average unsaturation
degree (AUD) was consistently higher in the pressure than in the
control treatment (Supplementary Fig. 4a, b), but significant only
for TAG-C48 at 40–80MPa (Student’s t-test (one-tailed):
p= 0.001–0.030). This observation is consistent with the concept
of homeoviscous adaptation to high-pressure conditions. In
contrast, the highly abundant MGDGs did not show higher AUD
in the pressure treatment (Supplementary Fig. 4c, d).

Diatom photopigments. As expected for diatom-dominated
aggregates, chlorophyll a, fucoxanthin, diadinoxanthin, and β-

carotene were the most abundant photopigments (Fig. 5e–h).
Overall, pigment contents remained relatively stable during the
20-day incubation in darkness and were consistently lower at
pressure levels ≥60MPa than at atmospheric pressure, but these
differences were not statistically significant (Student’s t-test:
p= 0.070–0.655). The contents of the chlorophyll a degradation
products pheophytin a and pheophorbide a were very similar in
the pressure and control treatment (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Microbial abundance. Diatom, bacterial, and viral abundances in
the aggregates were >75000-fold, >25000-fold, and >1800-fold
higher than in the ambient water, respectively (Fig. 6 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). In the aggregates, the abundance of quanti-
fiable diatom cells (see Materials & Methods) decreased

Fig. 4 Cumulative carbon loss from sinking diatom aggregates. Aggregates were individually incubated in rotating tanks at either atmospheric pressure
(grey) or increasing pressure (pink). a Carbon loss through aerobic respiration (C lossResp) as calculated from aerobic respiration rates (Fig. 2d, f) and a
respiration quotient of RQ= 0.8. b Carbon loss through DOC leakage (C lossLeak) as calculated from the change in ambient DOC concentrations
(Fig. 3a–c). c Total carbon loss (C lossTotal) through C lossResp plus C lossLeak. Carbon loss is expressed relative to the initial carbon content of the
respective aggregate. Means (circles) ± standard deviation (shaded area) of n= 7 replicate aggregates (C lossResp) and n= 15 replicate aggregates
(C lossLeak) are shown. Aggregates were produced in three independent batches that were pooled for this plot.

Fig. 5 Lipid and photopigment contents in sinking diatom aggregates. Aggregates were incubated at either atmospheric pressure (grey) or increasing
pressure (pink). a TAGs=triacylglycerols, storage lipids that form cytosolic lipid droplets, b MGDGs=monogalactosyl-diacylglycerols, the major structural
lipid in thylakoid membranes inside chloroplasts, c Plastoquinone (PQ9:9)= a respiratory quinone integrated in chloroplast membranes, d Ubiquinone
(UQ10:10)= a respiratory quinone integrated in mitochondrial membranes. e-h Major diatom photopigments. Means (circles) ± standard deviation (shaded
area) of n= 3 replicate aggregates are shown.
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significantly in the control (Student’s t-test of slope of abundance
versus pressure: t=−3.06, df= 16, p= 0.008), but not in the
pressure treatment (t=−0.25, df= 16, p= 0.807), indicating
reduced diatom degradation with increasing pressure (Fig. 6a).
With estimated carbon contents of 1.28–1.46 pmol C per cell31, S.
marinoi contributed ~43–49% to the initial carbon contents of
the aggregates. Bacterial abundance increased significantly in the
control (t= 3.75, df= 16, p= 0.002) and moderately in the
pressure range of 0.1–40MPa (t= 3.52, df= 7, p= 0.010)
(Fig. 6b). At pressure levels of ≥40MPa, however, bacterial
abundance remained unchanged (t=−1.05, df= 10, p= 0.317),
indicating inhibition of bacterial growth. Viral abundance
increased significantly in the control (t= 5.99, df= 16, p < 0.001)
and moderately in the pressure treatment (t= 2.62, df= 16,
p= 0.019) (Fig. 6c). With estimated carbon contents of 2.5 fmol C
per cell32 and 0.0046 fmol C per virus particle33, bacteria and
viruses contributed 0.07 and 0.0002%, respectively, to the initial
carbon contents of the aggregates.

Microbial community composition. The microbial communities
associated with 41 individual diatom aggregates incubated under
pressure and control conditions were analyzed via 16 S rRNA
gene amplicon sequencing. From the 765 amplicon sequence
variants (ASVs) generated, 12 were identified as belonging to
Cyanobacteria, the most abundant of which (>98% of all cyano-
bacterial sequences) belonged to the chloroplast of the diatom
genus Skeletonema (BLAST). The relative abundance of ASVs
belonging to Archaea was always ≤0.04%; therefore, we focus our
discussions on bacteria as the prokaryotes mainly associated with
diatom aggregates. For the subsequent analysis, both the chlor-
oplast and the mitochondrial ASVs were removed from the data
set. Most bacterial ASVs belonged to three classes: Alphapro-
teobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, and Bacteroidia (Fig. 7a).
Within these classes, ASVs were assigned to 25, 31, and 23 dif-
ferent families, respectively. The most abundant families were
Rhodobacteriaceae (Alphaproteobacteria), Alteromonadaceae
(Gammaproteobacteria), and Flavobacteriaceae (Bacteroidia).

Bacterial community composition changed gradually during
the incubation under both pressure and control conditions
(Fig. 7b), with significant differences between the two treatments
(PERMANOVA, R2= 0.21, p < 0.001). Community compositions
started to diverge mainly at ≥60MPa between the control- and
pressure-treated aggregates (Fig. 7c).

Few families (6 out of the 28 most abundant families) showed
consistent increases in relative abundance with increasing
pressure (Supplementary Fig. 7a), of which only Devosiaceae

(Alphaproteobacteria) was generally abundant in the aggregates
(Supplementary Fig. 7b). Few families (7 out of 28) showed
consistent decreases in abundance with increasing pressure
(Supplementary Fig. 7a), of which, for example, Rhodobacter-
iaceae (Alphaproteobacteria) and Flavobacteriaceae (Bacteroidia)
were generally abundant (Supplementary Fig. 7b). Most families
(15 out of 28) showed fairly stable relative abundances with
increasing pressure (Supplementary Fig. 7a), of which Alter-
omonadaceae (Gammaproteobacteria) were generally abundant
(Supplementary Fig. 7b).

Discussion
Carbon loss versus carbon preservation. Extensive degradation
of sinking particles due to microbial activities and metazoan
grazing takes place in the epi- and mesopelagic zone of the
ocean4–7. The vertical carbon flux is thus strongly attenuated in
these surface layers9. Our study demonstrates that the low and
nearly unattenuated carbon flux in deeper layers is, at least in
part, an effect of increasing hydrostatic pressure that gradually
reduces microbial particle degradation. According to our results,
complete inhibition of microbial particle degradation is achieved
at pressure levels at depths of 6 km and greater (Fig. 8). The
inhibitory effect of pressure on microbial particle degradation was
mediated by progressive inhibition of aerobic respiration, while
exoenzymatic processes were differentially affected by pressure
(i.e., stimulated versus reduced versus neutral). This discrepancy
might be explained by the pressure-induced impairment of the
membrane-associated electron transport in aerobic respiration19

versus the limited denaturing effect of similar pressure levels on
proteins and enzymes20. As a caveat, subtle modifications of
pressure on enzyme conformation can alter the catalytic effi-
ciency, but these effects can be neutral, inhibitory, or
stimulatory34, as also observed in our study.

In the natural environment of the ocean, the diverse factors
that affect particle degradation and thus carbon preservation
likely act in concert. Particle-attached microorganisms adapted to
surface-water conditions sink through relatively steep tempera-
ture gradients in low and middle latitudes and the large pressure
gradient with depth in all global oceans (Fig. 8), which both
progressively reduce microbial metabolism and thus microbial
particle degradation. Additionally, the abundance of zooplankton
grazing on sinking particles decreases with depth26, which further
reduces particle degradation in the deep ocean. Together, these
biotic and abiotic factors inhibiting particle degradation enable
the sequestration flux of particles below 1 km depth35,36. Once
particles reach below 1 km depth, particulate organic carbon

Fig. 6 Total abundance of diatoms, bacteria, and viruses in sinking diatom aggregates. Aggregates were individually incubated in rotating tanks at either
atmospheric pressure (grey) or increasing pressure (pink). Diatoms (a) were counted in aggregates from batch 3, while bacteria (b) and viruses (c) were
counted in aggregates from batch 2. Means (circles) ± standard deviation (shaded area) of n= 3 replicate aggregates are shown.
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(POC) and carbon dioxide potentially produced during POC
mineralization are trapped in the slowly circulating deep ocean
water for millennia37. Particle-fed carbon sequestration is
mediated by POC deposition and subsequent burial of a minor
fraction in the seabed38.

Pressure-induced DOC leakage from diatom aggregates
discovered in our study suggests significant carbon loss already
during the descent to depth (Fig. 8). The aggregate-forming
diatom Skeletonema marinoi loses its entire intracellular DOC at
pressure levels >60MPa and thus approximately half of its total
carbon contents31. The underlying mechanism remains to be
unraveled, but likely involves impaired integrity and functioning
of cell membranes, as otherwise known for bacteria19,20, together
with the pressure-induced volumetric compression of water. For

particle-attached bacteria, DOC leakage from the diatoms might
facilitate oxidative carbon mineralization. However, DOC leakage
occurs at pressure levels that reduce or even inhibit the
respiration activity of surface-adapted, particle-attached bacteria.
Eventually, the diffusion of leachates into the ambient water
means a loss of organic substrates for particle-attached bacteria.

At first glance, DOC leakage seems to reduce the amount of
particle-associated carbon that can be sequestered in the deep
ocean. However, DOC leakage was observed only at simulated
sinking depths of 4 km (diatom aggregates) and 6 km (healthy
diatom cultures), which is well below the sequestration depth of
1 km. In natural settings, sinking diatom aggregates may thus fuel
the persistent DOC pool in the deep ocean39, especially through
the leakage of polysaccharides, such as laminarin and

Fig. 7 Prokaryotic community analysis of sinking diatom aggregates. a Heatmap of 16 S rRNA gene-based prokaryotic community composition in diatom
aggregates incubated at either atmospheric pressure (grey) or increasing pressure (pink). Means of n= 3 replicate aggregates are shown (n= 7 for C0
samples collected at t0). b Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity metric of 705 ASVs and 41 aggregates. C and P
notations mark aggregates from the control and pressure treatment, respectively; numbers give the pressure level in MPa; lower letters denote replicates.
No initial data transformation has been applied. The relative contribution (eigenvalue) of each axis to the total inertia in the data is indicated in percent in
the axis titles. c Bray–Curtis dissimilarity between control- and pressure-treated aggregates. Boxes represent the interquartile ranges, the line within the
box the median, and the whiskers extend to the minimum and maximum values within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Dots show all pairwise
comparisons.
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fucoidan40–42. In the surface ocean, laminarin can be turned over
quickly40. At 4–6 km depth, however, laminarin leaking from
diatom cells may evade microbial degradation because of the
pressure sensitivity of laminarase observed in our study. Fucoidan
and other complex polysaccharides are generally resilient to
enzymatic degradation43,44. However, given the general substrate
scarcity in the deep ocean, bacterial communities may show
adaptations to exploit the pressure-induced DOC leakage from
sinking particles45.

Interestingly, the observed pressure-induced DOC leakage from
sinking particles supports previous indications of the existence of a
substantial pool of bioavailable DOC (~1-2 µmol L−1) at water
depths >3 km from global ocean circulation models46. In that
study, dissolution of the sinking particles by viral cell lysis and
prokaryotic enzymatic activity were suggested as the source of
bioavailable DOC in the deep ocean. However, our results show
that viral production on particles was significantly lower in the
pressure treatment than in the control treatment, leaving pressure-
induced DOC leakage as a more likely source of bioavailable DOC
in the deep ocean.

Organic matter composition. The above findings imply that
increasing pressure levels differentially regulate oxidative carbon
mineralization (reduction or inhibition) and DOC leakage (sti-
mulation). Therefore, pressure exposure modifies the organic
matter composition of sinking particles in favor of organelle- and/
or membrane-associated organic compounds and at the expense
of intracellularly-dissolved organic compounds. In the diatom
aggregates studied here, the former compounds comprise pho-
topigments and lipids, which showed less dramatic losses than the
organic compounds dissolved in the vacuole and the cytosol of S.
marinoi cells (Fig. 8). Aside from their subcellular location, the
molecular complexity and thus degradability of individual organic
compounds are likely to determine the change in organic matter
composition of particles sinking through the vertical pressure
gradient of the ocean47.

The photopigments of diatoms are anchored to membranes
inside the chloroplast and have a relatively complex molecular

structure. Thus, it is not surprising that increasing pressure levels
resulted in only moderate losses in photopigment contents that
may have occurred through leakage or bacterial degradation.
Additionally, pressure exposure did not alter the contents of the
chlorophyll degradation products pheophytin and pheophorbide,
further substantiating that pigment loss through pressure-
induced degradation processes were not important. This finding
raises questions into the factors that lead to systematically lower
pigment contents of the diatom aggregates at high versus low-
pressure levels. Possibly, S. marinoi survives dark, cold, and high-
pressure conditions and degrades its own photopigments to meet
dissimilatory and/or assimilatory demands. External stress factors
are known to induce autophagy of cellular components in
diatoms48,49. Even at highest pressure levels, however, the cellular
contents of photopigments remained substantial, which makes
them suitable biomarkers even in the deep ocean.

Among the studied diatom lipids, MGDGs, PQ9:9, and UQ10:10

are organelle- and membrane-associated, while TAGs are located
in the cytosol or the vacuole. The generally observed decrease in
lipid contents in the pressure treatment may be due to bacterial
lipid degradation of diatom cells that are compromised by
exposure to pressure. However, mechanical damage of diatom
cells was not observed under a microscope. Instead, a more likely
explanation is lipid metabolism by the diatoms themselves,
assuming that they survive the pressure treatment. Stressed
diatoms are known to sacrifice membrane lipids for TAG
production to feed minimal dark respiration activity under
prolonged darkness49. TAGs are then shuttled as lipid droplets
into the vacuole where they will be degraded48. Diatoms are also
known to re-allocate lipid resources during the formation of
resting stages50. TAG contents of pressure-treated aggregates
actually started decreasing before DOC leakage was stimulated
and respiration activity was inhibited, suggesting that the diatoms
might still have been metabolically active at that time. The
subsequently very low UQ10:10 contents in pressure-treated
diatom aggregates is consistent with the minimal respiration
activity of diatom resting stages51. While nitrogen limitation is a
well-known trigger of resting stage formation50,52,53, pressure
may additionally serve as a reliable environmental cue. However,

Fig. 8 Effects of hydrostatic pressure on sinking diatom aggregates in the ocean. Aggregates sink through relatively steep gradients of light,
temperature, and nitrate and the long-stretched gradient of hydrostatic pressure. High-pressure levels reduce oxidative carbon mineralization, but trigger
carbon leakage, which together result in a conspicuous carbon loss from the aggregates at mid-depth, but no further carbon loss at greater depth. High-
pressure levels reduce the microbial degradation of diatoms and cause moderate decreases in diatom lipid and photopigment contents. High-pressure
levels prevent aggregate-associated bacteria from growing and cause significant shifts in bacterial community composition. Vertical gradients are stylized.
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S. marinoi resting stages were not observed in the diatom
aggregates studied here, potentially because S. marinoi forms
resting cells that are morphologically very similar to vegetative
cells54. Diatom resting stages can be a major component of the
vertical carbon flux in the ocean55–57 and thus their organic
matter composition may leave a lasting imprint in the sediment
record of the deep ocean.

Differences in organic matter composition of the aggregates
may also arise, if diatoms survive the control treatment, but die in
the pressure treatment. Surviving diatoms may show physiolo-
gical responses to the dark and cold conditions that cannot be at
work in dead diatoms. For example, S. marinoi seems to increase
TAG production in response to dark stress (Fig. 5a), which
substantially enhances the difference in TAG contents between
control- and pressure-treated aggregates. The same might be true
for the other diatom lipids identified and quantified here. It is
thus necessary to specifically address the survival potential and
the possible physiological adaptations of diatoms to high-pressure
conditions in future studies.

Microbial community composition. The pressure-inhibited
oxidative carbon mineralization paralleled the halted decrease
in diatom abundance with simulated sinking depth (Fig. 8).
Additionally, the pressure-stimulated DOC leakage was
recognizable from the presence of transparent-looking diatom
cells. Based on light microscopy, pressure exposure neither
crushed the diatom cells, nor resulted in the loss of chlor-
oplasts, which is consistent with the relatively high photopig-
ment contents of pressure-exposed aggregates. Thus, finding
healthy-looking diatom cells and/or their resting stages in the
deep ocean may be plausible10,58,59 potentially even in hadal
trenches. It remains to be investigated, if this applies also to
other microbial eukaryotes that are associated with sinking
particles, such as coccolithophores, dinoflagellate cysts, for-
aminifera, and fungi6,29,60,61.

The pressure-inhibited oxidative carbon mineralization was
also consistent with the lack of bacterial net growth. Bacterial
abundance remained relatively stable down to a simulated sinking
depth of 10 km, which means that bacterial growth at most
compensated bacterial mortality (Fig. 8). Turnover of bacterial
populations resulted in a gradual, but significant shift in bacterial
community composition. The majority of bacterial families
responded to increasing pressure with only subtle changes in
relative abundance, which might suggest that they harbor
abundant piezotolerant representatives. In contrast, relatively
few bacterial families showed consistent increases or decreases in
relative sequence abundance, which might suggest that they
harbor abundant piezotolerant/piezophilic and piezosensitive
representatives, respectively. This preliminary interpretation of
the relative abundance data aligns well with recent observations
made in natural deep-sea water16. In particular, the pressure
sensitivity of Alteromonadaceae appears to be confirmed by our
data. However, our 16 S rDNA-based community analysis
provides compositional data and the apparent increase in
abundance of one taxon might simply result from the decrease
in abundance of another taxon. This leaves open which of the two
taxa showed a change in absolute abundance with increasing
pressure – or if even both taxa changed in absolute abundance
simultaneously. Hence, changes in relative abundance may simply
indicate which bacterial taxa coped better or worse with
increasing pressure levels than others. These trends may at best
give hints to which bacterial families potentially harbor pressure-
adapted representatives. Classification as piezophilic, piezotoler-
ant, and piezosensitive should be validated by experimentally-
determined pressure optima for growth of bacterial isolates.

Generally, piezophilic and piezosensitive bacteria attached to
sinking particles might be selected for and against, respectively,
by the vertical pressure gradient in the ocean, while piezotolerant
bacteria probably remain unaffected. In our simulation experi-
ment, piezophilic bacteria were obviously not significantly
enriched within the diatom aggregates as otherwise oxidative
carbon mineralization would have been resumed in the hadal
pressure range of 60–110MPa. Thus, piezophilic bacteria were
either absent in the surface-derived communities, or rare and not
exposed to favorable growth conditions during the incubations.
In natural settings, most particle-attached bacteria seem to be
piezotolerant and only survive the high-pressure conditions of the
deep ocean, but do not thrive better at high than at low
hydrostatic pressure16. Hence, deep-sea sediments might be
seeded with surface-derived, particle-attached bacterial popula-
tions that can cope with high pressure levels at least to some
extent62. In accordance with this view, the high microbial carbon
turnover discovered in hadal sediments63–65 indicates, amongst
others, that microbes which are at least piezotolerant are present
and active66.

Materials and methods
Diatom aggregates. For each of three independent incubation
experiments, a new batch of model diatom aggregates was pro-
duced by mixing 1 part stationary-phase diatom culture and 9
parts natural seawater in 500 mL glass bottles67. The aggregate-
forming diatom Skeletonema marinoi (CCMP1332) was obtained
as an axenic culture from NCMA (Bigelow, U.S.A.) and cultured
in L1 medium68. Natural seawater (35 psu) was collected in the
Kattegat off the coast of Denmark at 28 m depth, 3 µm-filtered to
remove phytoplankton and keep the bacterioplankton, and stored
in darkness until used. The glass bottles with the diatom-seawater
mixture were mounted on a plankton wheel and rotated at 2 rpm.
Near-spherical aggregates (diameter = ~2-3 mm) composed of S.
marinoi and the natural microbial community of surface seawater
formed within 1-2 days and were used for experiments within
~7 days. One day before each incubation experiment, the aggre-
gates were gently transferred to 500 mL of 0.22 µm-filtered and
autoclaved seawater (30 psu) prepared from Red Sea salt (Red Sea
Aquatics Ltd., Cheddar, U.K.), henceforth referred to as RSW30.

For normalization of measured variables, the volume of each
aggregate was determined by image analysis (ImageJ, NIH,
Bethesda, U.S.A.) prior to experiments14. The aggregates from
batch 1, 2, and 3 had volumes of 7.9 ± 3.9 (50), 3.7 ± 2.6 (259),
and 4.0 ± 2.5 (459) mm3 (mean ± standard deviation (total
number of aggregates)), respectively. For each of the three
batches of aggregates, the total organic carbon content of ≥20
randomly selected aggregates of known volume was determined
on a Na 1500 elemental analyzer (Fisons, Loughborough, U.K.).
The aggregates from batch 1, 2, and 3 contained 441 ± 58,
517 ± 137, and 599 ± 203 nmol C mm−3 (mean ± standard
deviation), respectively. The mean volumetric carbon contents
were used to estimate the carbon contents of all other aggregates
used in the experiments from their individual volume as
determined by image analysis.

Experimental design
Rotating incubation tanks. Pressure incubations at up to 100MPa
were conducted in a set of 5 cylindrical, stainless steel tanks with
inner dimensions of 100–160 mm in diameter and 400–630 mm
in length (Dustec GmbH, Wismar, Germany) (Fig. 1). The tanks
were pressurized with a pneumatic-driven pump (Dustec GmbH,
Wismar, Germany) and horizontally rotated at 5 rpm on custom-
made roller tables. Control incubations at 0.1 MPa were con-
ducted in 5 custom-made cylindrical tanks with inner dimensions
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of 100–160 mm in diameter and 200–400 mm in length. These
tanks were made of acrylic rendered opaque by wrapping with
black tape and horizontally rotated at 5 rpm on custom-made
roller tables. Visual inspection in a parallel tank left transparent
confirmed that the rotation speed maintained aggregates in sus-
pension throughout the experiments.

Incubation vials. Inside the rotating tanks, the aggregates were
incubated individually in 3- or 6 mL glass exetainers (Labco Ltd.,
Lampeter, U.K.) (Fig. 1a). The flexible septum cap of the exe-
tainers efficiently compensates the compression of water by ~4%
at 3 °C and 100MPa69. For cleaning and sterilization, the exe-
tainers were rinsed with deionized water, soaked in 1% HCl for
5–10 min, and rinsed again with deionized water. Before adding
the aggregates, the exetainers were filled with temperature- and
air-equilibrated RSW30.

Time schedule. All incubation experiments were conducted at 3 °C
and in the dark. In the 5 pressure tanks, the complete pressure
history of aggregates sinking from the surface ocean (i.e., 0 km ≙
0.1 MPa) into a deep-sea trench (i.e., 10 km ≙ 100MPa) was
simulated (Fig. 1b). The speed at which pressure was increased
over time was guided by the sinking speed of model diatom
aggregates of ~500 md−1 as previously determined14. The pres-
sure level was increased in steps of 5 MPa every day. After
reaching 20MPa in all pressure tanks, one of the pressure tanks
was depressurized and opened to retrieve the aggregate samples.
In the remaining pressure tanks, the stepwise increase in pressure
was continued until one tank after the other was depressurized
after reaching pressure levels of 40, 60, 80, and 100MPa. In the 5
control tanks, the pressure level was always left at 0.1 MPa, while
all remaining incubation conditions and sampling time points
were the same as in the pressure tanks. The last pressure and
control tanks to be opened were the ones in which the continuous
oxygen measurements were made (Fig. 1c).

Replicate aggregate samples were incubated in pressure and
control tanks for measuring aerobic respiration activity, exoen-
zyme activities (Supplementary Methods), ambient and intracel-
lular dissolved organic carbon (DOC) analysis, quantification of
microbial abundance in the aggregates and the surrounding
seawater, diatom lipid and photopigment analysis, and prokar-
yotic community analysis (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Table 1).
Where applicable, aggregates and/or the surrounding seawater
were sampled as t0 samples immediately before the experimental
incubations were started.

Respiration activity. Aerobic respiration activity associated with
diatom aggregates was measured to quantify oxidative carbon
mineralization. To this end, oxygen concentration was con-
tinuously monitored in the exetainers throughout the 20-day
incubations as described in ref. 14. In brief, 4 exetainers in one
pressure and control tank each were equipped with an internal
oxygen-sensing optode foil that was interrogated by an oxygen
meter (FireSting, PyroScience, Aachen, Germany) via a fiberoptic
cable that was externally mounted on the exetainer to face the
optode foil. The fiber optic cable penetrated the lid of the
respective tank and was connected to the oxygen meter mounted
on top of the lid. The signals measured by the oxygen meter were
transferred to a PC via a USB cable with an integrated slipring
thereby allowing continuous rotation of the tanks.

The custom-made optode foil of each exetainer was calibrated
in temperature- and air-equilibrated RSW30 before each incuba-
tion experiment. An increase in hydrostatic pressure results in a
slight increase in temperature and oxygen solubility and a
decrease in optode sensitivity by ~3% per 10MPa70. The

combined effect of these physical-chemical changes on the
optode signals was compensated for by calculations described
in ref. 14.

For each incubation experiment, one aggregate each was added
to 4-6 optode exetainers filled with temperature- and air-
equilibrated RSW30. Two additional optode exetainers did not
receive an aggregate and served as negative controls in which the
physical-chemical effects on the optode signals were recorded. The
pressure and control tanks received 2-3 exetainers with and one
exetainer without an aggregate each. In total, 7 individual
aggregates from batch 1, 2, and 3 were incubated in the pressure
tank and seven in the respective control tank. After closing the
tanks, optode signals were recorded every 5min. Respiration rates
were calculated from the linear regression of the daily decrease in
the corrected oxygen concentrations and expressed per 1 mm3 of
aggregate. The cumulative carbon loss from the aggregates through
aerobic respiration was calculated by adding up the daily
respiration rates and applying a respiratory quotient of 0.8 (ref. 29).

Dissolved organic carbon. Since carbon loss from the aggregates
may also occur through the release of dissolved organic carbon
(DOC), bulk DOC concentrations were monitored in both the
seawater surrounding the aggregates and inside the aggregate-
associated microbial cells. For aggregates from batch 1, the
designated exetainers were placed upright for a few minutes to let
the aggregate sink to the bottom. The top 4 mL of seawater in the
exetainer were filtered through a pre-combusted 0.3 µm glass-
fiber filter (GF75, Advantec MFS Inc., Dublin, U.S.A.) and the
filtrate collected in an acid-washed centrifugation tube (15 mL),
which was stored at 4 °C until analysis (= ambient DOC sample).
The aggregate was carefully transferred into an acid-washed
centrifugation tube (15 mL) filled with 5 mL deionized water. For
extraction of DOC contained inside the aggregate-associated
microbial cells (i.e., intracellular DOC= IC-DOC), the aggregate
sample was first snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and then thawed
in a water bath kept at 80–90 °C. Repeating this freeze-thaw cycle
2-3 times destroys microbial cells and makes them release all IC-
DOC71. The extracted sample was centrifuged at 3000 g for 5 min
and 4 mL of the supernatant were filtered through a 0.3 µm glass-
fiber filter (GF75). The filtrate was collected in an acid-washed
centrifugation tube (15 mL), which was stored at 4 °C until ana-
lysis (= IC-DOC sample). The collective IC-DOC contents of
aggregate-associated microbial cells was calculated from the
concentration difference in the IC-DOC sample and the ambient
DOC sample and expressed per sample volume and per 1 mm3 of
aggregate. All DOC samples were analyzed on a Total Organic
Carbon (TOC) analyzer (TOC-L, Shimadzu Europa GmbH).

The observed pressure-induced release of DOC from the
aggregates (i.e., DOC leakage) motivated a supplementary
incubation experiment with the S. marinoi pure culture. This
experiment had the same overall design as the aggregate
experiments and served to identify S. marinoi as the likely source
of the pressure-induced DOC leakage from aggregates. One part
of stationary-phase diatom culture was mixed with 4 parts of
RSW30 to arrive at an S. marinoi abundance of ~5 × 105 cells
mL−1. This cell suspension was distributed between 11 60 mL
polyethylene flasks that were incubated in 5 pressure and 5
control tanks, while one flask was immediately sacrificed and
served as the t0 sample. After sample retrieval, the cell suspension
in each flask was filtered through a 0.3 µm glass-fiber filter (GF75)
and 3 mL of the filtrate were stored at 4 °C until analysis
(= ambient DOC sample). The filter containing the S. marinoi
biomass was inserted into an acid-washed centrifugation tube
(15 mL) to which 10 mL of deionized water were added for IC-
DOC extraction through freeze-thaw cycling. The extracted
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sample was centrifuged at 3000 g for 5 min and 4 mL of the
supernatant were filtered through a 0.3 µm glass-fiber filter
(GF75). The filtrate was collected in an acid-washed centrifuga-
tion tube (15 mL), which was stored at 4 °C until analysis (= IC-
DOC sample). The IC-DOC contents of the S. marinoi culture
was calculated from the concentration difference in the IC-DOC
sample and the ambient DOC sample and expressed per sample
volume.

Diatom lipidomics. For lipid analysis, 3 replicate aggregates from
each treatment and sampling time point were individually
transferred to 5-mL centrifugation tubes and stored at –20 °C
until processed. Lipids were ultrasonically extracted from tripli-
cate individual aggregates following a modified Bligh & Dyer
protocol72 using a monophasic mixture of methanol, dichlor-
omethane, and 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 (2:1:0.8, v-v:v).
1,2-diheneicosanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (C21-PC) was
used as internal standard. The total lipid extracts (TLE) were
dried under a stream of N2 and stored at –20 °C until measure-
ment. Lipids were analyzed by injecting TLE aliquots dissolved in
methanol:dichloromethane (9:1, v-v) on a Dionex Ultimate 3000
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system con-
nected to a Bruker maXis Ultra-High Resolution quadrupole
time-of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (qToF-MS) equipped
with an ESI ion source operating in positive mode (Bruker Dal-
tonik, Bremen, Germany). The mass spectrometer was set to a
resolving power of 27,000 at m/z 1,222 and every analysis was
mass-calibrated by loop injections of a calibration standard and
correction by lock mass, leading to a mass accuracy of better than
1-3 ppm73. Analyte separation was achieved using reversed phase
HPLC on an Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column (1.7 µm,
2.1 × 150 mm, Waters, Eschborn, Germany) maintained at
65 °C74. Analytes were eluted at a flow rate of 0.4 mLmin−1 using
linear gradients of methanol: water (85:15, v-v, eluent A) to
methanol: isopropanol (50:50, v-v, eluent B) both with 0.04%
formic acid and 0.1% NH3. The initial condition was 100% A held
for 2 min, followed by a gradient to 15% B in 0.1 min and a
gradient to 85% B in 18 min. The column was then washed with
100% B for 8 min. Lipids were identified by retention time as well
as accurate molecular mass and isotope pattern match of pro-
posed sum formulas in full scan mode and MS2 fragment spectra.
Integration of peaks was performed on extracted ion chromato-
grams (EICs) of ±10 mDa width and included the [M+H]+, [M
+NH4]+, and [M+Na]+ ions using Data Analysis™ software
(Bruker Daltonik, Bremen, Germany). Lipid abundances were
corrected for response factors of commercially available standards
in external standard curves. A Monogalactosyldiacylglycerol
(MGDG) standard from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL,
U.S.A.) was used to correct MGDG. Quinone abundances were
corrected for the relative response of a ubiquinone (UQ; UQ10:10

for UQs, and PQs) standard (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
U.S.A.). Triacylglycerols (TAGs) were corrected using a series of
individual standards from Nu-Check-Prep (Elysian, MN, U.S.A.).
TAG response factors were based on the equivalent carbon
number of each TAG75,76.

Diatom photopigments. For pigment analysis, 3 replicate
aggregates from each treatment and sampling time point were
individually transferred to 5 mL centrifugation tubes, snap-frozen
in liquid nitrogen, and freeze-dried overnight. Skeletonema
marinoi cultures were filtered onto 0.3 µm glass-fiber filters
(GF75) that were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried
overnight. Photopigments were extracted by adding 2.5 mL of
HPLC-grade acetone: ethanol (1:1) to each sample and leaving it
at –20 °C overnight. The extracted sample was centrifuged at

3700 g for 10 min and 1 mL of the supernatant was filtered
through a 0.45 µm Versapor® membrane (Acrodisc®, Gelman
Laboratory) into 2 mL glass vials with a septum cap. The
extracted pigments were separated and analyzed on a Waters
UPLC H-Class system equipped with an Acquity UPLC BEH C18
column (Waters, Milford, U.S.A.). Solvent gradients, column
temperature, and flow rate were as described in ref. 77. Photo-
pigments were identified based on the retention time of the
respective peak in the chromatogram and the associated
absorption spectrum. The contents of the different photopig-
ments identified in each aggregate or culture sample was calcu-
lated from the respective peak area and the calibration curve
established on photopigment standards (DHI, Denmark).

Microbial abundance. At each sampling time point, the abun-
dance of diatoms, bacteria, and viruses was determined in both
the aggregate and the seawater surrounding the aggregate of three
replicate exetainers for each treatment. After sample retrieval
from the incubation tanks, the designated exetainers were placed
upright for a few minutes to let the aggregate sink to the bottom.
First, two 1 mL seawater samples were collected from the exe-
tainer and transferred into two cryovials each containing 20 µL
0.2 µm-filtered glutaraldehyde; one cryovial was stored at 4 °C for
light-microscopic diatom counts and one was stored at –80 °C for
flow-cytometric analysis of bacterial and viral abundance. Second,
the aggregate was thoroughly dispersed in the remaining seawater
by vigorously pipetting the contents of the exetainer up and down
for ~1 min. 1 mL of the resulting cell suspension was transferred
into a cryovial containing 20 µL glutaraldehyde for light-
microscopic diatom counts, while the remaining cell suspension
was fixed with 60 µL glutaraldehyde and stored at –80 °C for flow-
cytometric analysis. For quantification of bacteria and viruses on
the particles, samples were sonicated at 40 kHz for 3×1 min with
30 s manual shaking between sonication, diluted 10-fold in Tris-
EDTA buffer, stained with SYBR-Green I and measured on a BD
FACS Canto™ II flow cytometer78.

Diatoms were counted in a Fuchs-Rosenthal counting chamber
on a Zeiss Axio Lab.A1 light microscope at 400× magnification
using phase contrast. Only cells with clearly discernible cell
boundaries and chloroplasts were counted (= quantifiable cells),
while strongly compromised cells were considered as degraded
and thus not counted. For each sample, 10 grids each
corresponding to a volume of 0.2 µL were counted and the result
expressed per 1 mm3 of aggregate volume. Diatoms were generally
not detected in the seawater surrounding the aggregates, meaning
that their abundance was <1 cell per 3.2 µL= < 2 × 103 cells mL−1.

Microbial community analysis. Pressure effects on prokaryotic
community composition of the aggregates were studied through
16 S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. For this analysis, 3 repli-
cate aggregates from each treatment and sampling time point
were individually transferred to 5-mL, UV-sterilized centrifuga-
tion tubes, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80 °C
until analysis. At t0, 7 replicate aggregates were sampled. DNA
was extracted from the aggregates using the DNeasy PowerSoil
Pro Kit (Qiagen No. 47016, Germany).

Amplification and barcoding of 16 S rRNA genes were done via
two PCR rounds. The initial amplification was done using the
universal 16 S rRNA gene primer pair 515F-Y (5′- GTGYCAGC
MGCCGCGGTAA-3′) with the adapter sequence (5′-TCGTCGG
CAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG-3′) and 926 R (5′-CC
GYCAATTYMTTTRAGTTT-3′), with the adapter sequence
(5′-GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG-3′).
The 25-µL PCR reactions contained 2 μL template DNA, 12.5 μL
2X KAPA HiFi Hotstart Readymix (KAPA Biosystems), 0.5 μL
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bovine serum albumin (10 mgmL−1), 9 μL dH2O, and 0.5 μL of
each primer (10 pmol μL−1). Cycling conditions were: 95 °C for
3 min, followed by 25 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 53 °C for 30 s and
72 °C for 30 s, with a final elongation at 72 °C for 10 min. In the
second round of PCR, the PCR products were purified with the
Agencourt AMPure XP PCR Purification system (Beckman
Coulter) and indices added in another round of PCR using
cycling conditions: 95 °C for 3 min, 12 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s,
55 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 30 s, with a final elongation at 72 °C
for 5 min. Products were purified with AMPure XP beads and
paired-end sequenced in 2 × 300 cycles on an Illumina MiSeq
Desktop sequencer using the MiSeq v3 Reagent Kit according to
standard protocols. Samples were sequenced in two separate
MiSeq runs.

Trimming of adapter and PCR primers was done with cutadapt
v0.1.1. The R package dada2 v. 1.18.0 was used for sequence
filtering, denoising, paired-end merging and taxonomic classifica-
tion. Samples from the two MiSeq runs were filtered and denoised
separately to obtain an individual error model for each run with
the DADA algorithm. After denoising, the two MiSeq runs were
merged for detecting and removing chimeras. Finally, the
amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) were taxonomically assigned
using the Silva SSU reference database v. 138.1.

Statistical analysis. Significant effects of pressure on respiration
activity, enzyme activities, DOC leakage, relative carbon loss, lipid
and pigment contents, and microbial abundance at selected pres-
sure levels were tested with two-tailed (except where otherwise
noted) Student’s t-tests. Significant changes in lipid contents and
microbial abundance with increasing pressure were tested with
two-tailed Student’s t-tests of the slope of the respective variable
versus pressure. Community analysis of the classified ASVs was
done using the R packages phyloseq v1.34.0 and ampvis2 v2.6.5,
and all plots were made with ggplot2 v3.3.3. We used vegan v2.5.7
for calculating analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) and permutational
multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) tests.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is
available in the Nature Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to
this article.

Data availability
The source data for Figs. 2–5 and the Supplementary Figs. 1–6 have been deposited at
PANGAEA (https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.960357)79. Sequencing data were
deposited in the NCBI short-read archive (SRA) with the accession number
PRJNA976707.
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